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Abstract Time travel machine depends on the new theoretical model of atom published by me in paper “Theoretical
Atomic Model and the Theory of Everything” as nitrogen atom model is like the solar system model [1]. Time travel machine
is a science fiction idea. In this paper, we will make it true. I will discuss in this paper how time travel machine is made and
how it works.
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1. Introduction
The machine depends on my atomic model as nitrogen
atom model is like the solar system model [1] and
electrorelativity theory. The electrorelativity theory ]2[ talks
about why in special relativity of Einstein when velocity
increases, time dilates ]3[.
I will give in this paragraph the explanation of
electrorelativity and how the electron moves in special
relativity. The reason why the calculation of days and years
will be more when the momentum or velocity of the electron
around the nucleus (the sun) increases is because when the
electron gains energy, the electron moves to a higher level
for further movement to invest its new energy with a longer
distance, so time dilates or time slows down ]4[. Also, the
idea of how the machine works is similar to the Glasses of
Time Travel ]5[.

2. Materials and Method
The machine is like a small room for one person with a
door and with time travel glasses. The size of the room is like
a size of an elevator. It works by exciting nitrogen in the air
of the room with electricity cable just to make electricity and
cable exposed to air of the room to excite nitrogen gas. The
right electron to excite so you can travel through time is the
first electron represents the Earth planet.
When you inside the machine and nitrogen atoms excited
you will see with the time travel glasses the time you want to
go to then you open the door of the machine and you will see
yourself in that time.

After exciting nitrogen air, the electron gains energy to
move to a higher level of energy for further movement to
invest its new energy with a longer distance. This investing
of energy will make you move to other times and traveling
through time.
I tried this idea in my room and it gave me the result that I
expected and I traveled through time.
The experiment of time travel machine with the process
mentioned in this paper was tested by me and showed
successful result. The successful experiment and working of
time travel machine proves that the theoretical atomic model
suggested in “Theoretical Atomic Model and the Theory of
Everything” paper published by me is correct.
No one have come up with this important idea and this
invention before which makes it a successful invention.
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